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Beautiful Illustrations
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This Illustrated Dictionary
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That The Argus

PRESENTATION
The result of good is knowledge

of good AT HOME OR one

should this protection and Go

where you will, into the depth of or
the height of education you will find your-

self in at all times of that one great for-

tune a guide 'of the English
of to quick answer

is the cause of a great deal of embarrassment
all classes of people. "(

There is only one enlightenment to the cor-

rect and true path of knowledge and that is
WEBSTER'S NEW ILLUSTRATED

DICTIONARY, a that no or
business can afford to be without. The

offers to help you along this path if you
will but read what :

All Argus Subscribers
Need to is to

CUT OUT

SIX COUPONS
Of Consecutive

And present with the
bonus amount set opposite any style

. selected (which covers the
cost packing, express from factory,

checking, clerk hire and other nec-

essary expense items).

Based upon Webster's dictionary, and in with the most re- -
4

recent authorities on spelling, pronunciation definition designed to meet the
popular demand for a CONVENIENT, complete and dictionary. It all words of the
English language that are not peculiarly appropriate to a dictionary of technical it gives the spell
ing and pronunciation of plurals and indicates the use of capital and small letters in writing every in
the it gives the past tense and the participles of all the verbs not formed by the ad
dition of -- d, -- ed, and -- ing; the pronunciation of each word is plainly indicated by phonetic spelling; the defi-

nitions, comprehensive, yet concise, are and This dictionary has been revised and brought up to the
PRESENT DATE in accordance with the best authorities and is NOT by the original publishers of Webster's
dictionary, or by their successors, but by the well kaown SYNDICATE PUBLISHING CO., of NEW YORK.

FULL LIMP

dictionary ever printed contains such wealth of new ideas, or so

valuable thorough English

Is an
illustrations, colored monotone plates and colored charts, are the

most elaborate and that ever any More

than six hundred subjects are illustrated by the colored plates, monotones com-

mercial charts.

Everybody have copy dictionary. Start clipping coupons
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amongst

through
book family, student

man
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Items of
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Noah revised brought accordance
eminent and and especially

RELIABLE contains the
terms;

word
vocabulary, regularly

accurate reliable.
published

mastery language.

including

complete, expensive appeared dictionary.

today.

Take Your Choice of These Books

The 94.00
WEBSTER'S
New Illustrated
DICTIONARY

WEBSTER'S
1 11

dictionary:

WEBSTER'S

DICTIONARY

(like Illustration) 1b la full limp
leither, flexible, stamped in gold on

and printed on bible paper,
red and corners rounded;

beautiful, strong, durable. Besides the
general contents as described

where there are orer 600 subjects beautifully illustrated
by plates, nearly $0 subjects by mono- - Expense
tone, and 18 pages of valuable in two ISonas of
colors and the latest V. 8. census. Six con-

secutive coupons and the....

The a.00

New oatrated

The $2.00

New Illustrated

bound

back Bides,
with edges

else

charts

Is exactly the same aa the f 4 book, ex-
cept in the style of binding which la
in half leather with olive Etpense
edges and square corners. Bonus of
81x consecutive coupons
and the

98c

81c
is In plain cloth binding, stamped in
gold and black: same paper, same il-

lustrations, but has all col- - Expcnso
ored plates and charts omit- - Bonus of
ted. Six consecutive Die- - AQn
tionary coupon s and the . . . HOC

Any book by mail S3 centa extra for postage
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